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HOW TO REACH US AT 
FRAUNHOFER IKTS

How to reach us in Dresden-Gruna

By car

 - Highway A4: at the three-way highway intersection “Dresden 

West“ exit onto Highway A17 in direction “Prag“ (Prague)

 - Exit at “Dresden Prohlis/Nickern“ (Exit 4)

 - Continue 2 km along the secondary road in direction  

“Zentrum“ (city center)

 - At the end of the secondary road (Kaufmarkt store will be 

on the right side), go through traffic light and continue 

straight ahead along Langer Weg in direction “Prohlis“ (IHK)

 - After 1 km, turn left onto Mügelner Strasse

 - Turn right at the next traffic light onto Moränenende

 - Continue under the train tracks and turn left at next traffic 

light onto Breitscheidstrasse

 - Continue 3 km along the An der Rennbahn to  

Winterbergstrasse

 - Fraunhofer IKTS is on the left side of the road

 - Please sign in at the entrance gate

By public transport

 - From Dresden main station take tram 9 (direction “Prohlis”) 

to stop “Wasaplatz“

 - Change to bus line 61 (direction “Weißig/Fernsehturm”) or  

85 (direction Striesen) and exit at “Grunaer Weg“

By plane

 - From Airport Dresden-Klotzsche take a taxi to Winterberg-

strasse 28 (distance is approximately 7 miles or 10 km)

 - Or use suburban train S2 (underground train station) to stop 

“Haltepunkt Strehlen”

 - Change to bus line 61 (direction “Weißig/Fernsehturm”) or  

85 (direction Striesen) and exit at “Grunaer Weg“

 

Please find further information and direction sketches at

www.ikts.fraunhofer.de/en/contact
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How to reach us in Dresden-Klotzsche

By car

 - Highway A4: exit “Dresden-Flughafen” in direction  

Hoyerswerda along H.-Reichelt-Strasse to Grenzstrasse

 - Maria-Reiche-Strasse is the first road to the right after  

Dörnichtweg

 - From Dresden city: B97 in direction Hoyerswerda

 - Grenzstrasse branches off to the left 400 m after the tram 

rails change from the middle of the street to the right side

 - Maria-Reiche-Strasse branches off to the left after approxi-

mately 500 m

By public transport

 - Take tram 7 from Dresden city to stop “Arkonastraße”

 - Turn left and cross the residential area diagonally to  

Grenzstrasse

 - Follow this road for about 10 min to the left and you will 

reach Maria-Reiche-Strasse

 - Take suburban train S2 to “Dresden-Grenzstraße“

 - Reverse for ca. 400 m

 - Maria-Reiche-Strasse branches off to the right

By plane

 - After arriving at airport Dresden use either bus 80 to bus 

stop “Grenzstraße Mitte” at the beginning of Dörnichtweg 

and follow Grenzstrasse for 150 m

 - Or take suburban train S2 to “Dresden-Grenzstraße“ and 

walk about 400 m further along Grenzstrasse

 

How to reach us in Hermsdorf

By car

 - Highway A9: exit “Bad Klosterlausnitz/Hermsdorf” (Exit 23) 

and follow the road to Hermsdorf, go straight ahead  

up to the roundabout

 - Turn right to Robert-Friese-Strasse

 - The 4th turning to the right after the roundabout is  

Michael-Faraday-Strasse

 - Fraunhofer IKTS is on the left side

 - Highway A4: exit Hermsdorf-Ost (Exit 56a) and follow the 

road to Hermsdorf

 - At Regensburger Strasse turn left and go straight ahead up 

to the roundabout

 - Turn off to right at the roundabout and follow Am Globus

 - After about 1 km turn off left to Michael-Faraday-Strasse

 - Fraunhofer IKTS is on the left side

By train

 - From Hermsdorf-Klosterlausnitz main station turn right and 

walk in the direction of the railway bridge

 - Walk straight into Keramikerstrasse (do not cross the bridge)

 - Pass the porcelain factory and the Hermsdorf town house

 - Turn right, pass the roundabout and walk straight into  

Robert-Friese-Strasse

 - After 600 m turn right into Michael-Faraday-Strasse

 - Find Fraunhofer IKTS after 20 m


